Talking It Over

Enough Glory for All of Them

There's work enough and glory enough for the heads of all of the operating departments of a golf club. The most successful club men know this and where they are located the manager, the professional and the greenkeeper dwell in harmony and labor with results that are highly satisfactory to their organizations and members. Many times club department heads achieve success despite a lack of mutual understanding and co-operation, but they are overlooking a way to make their work easier and better. This room for improvement strikes us as being particularly large where the club is big enough to have both a greenkeeper and a professional. Far too many times these two men are in a relation just about as cordial as that of guerilla warfare.

Relations between the various heads of club departments call for an interest in the work and success of their associates for the good of the club. Not as much tact is used in expressing this interest as the conditions demand. The result is unpleasant and unprofitable. A good policy is "don't meddle." One of the veteran leaders in the greenkeeping field recently expressed himself on the situation in these words:

"Some members of clubs are practically to blame for a good deal of the touchiness that exists where there should be complete peace and team-work. Unthinkingly these members comment only to the pro on the condition of the course, expressing adverse criticism without knowing the facts. One thing leads to another, with the outcome being that the greenkeeper begins thinking he is the underdog and by not having the criticism come through the proper channel, is being denied the privilege of correcting any shortcoming or explaining any fault that has a valid explanation."

The inter-departmental misunderstandings possibly exhibit too much the touch of prima donna temperament, but they are certainly a factor that must be considered in the efficient management of any golf club. Committees that function correctly will do much to eliminate this source of grief.

Unconsidered Trifles That Rob Us

Business men are carrying the lessons of their industries into their golf club activities and one of the first things that they decided upon is that "just because it's being done, it isn't right." This apparent eagerness to shatter idols has put a heavy penalty on many items of golf club operation, though it has the saving grace of revealing a number of mistakes that are hallowed by tradition.

In the philistine crusades of new administrations and in the hopeful activities of the organizers of new clubs, one of the best places to look for a chance of doing something differently is in the ordinarily neglected details.

Take the matter of drainage for an example. Most traps are drained from